
Sport, Physical Education and Performing Arts as tools of social transformation



Dear colleagues, 
It is with great honour and pleasure that we invite you to the “30th FIEP World, 14th 
FIEP European & 2nd FIEP Catalan Congress”, which will be focusing its debate 
on social transformation through all the elements that are enclosed in our scope 
of action: Physical Activity, Sport, Physical Education and Performing Arts. As 
mentioned, transformation is the action and effect of transforming (changing the shape 

of something without losing all the elements that comprised it in the first place), in order to enhance a 
proposal and improve the reality of a group of people.  
Following the historical evolution of our area of knowledge we went from the military understanding of 
Physical Activity and Physical Education to the inclusion of Sport; from the impact of Health to develop 
cooperative learning; from being a values generator to integrate Emotional Education and Performing 
Arts; from strengthen body language to reach global development with the inclusion of neuroscience.
Catalonia has always been at the avant-garde of regenerating discourses and FIEPCat wants to be at 
the leading group of the last stage by generating debate about several topics such as “cooperation and 
solidarity”, “Quality Physical Education”, “Social Inclusion”, “active cities and Social Capital”; reflecting 
on integrating values in “sport competition” and reinforcing the will to promote citizens “quality of life”.
The city of Barcelona is the best showcase to host a congress of this magnitude. Known by its 
cosmopolitan vocation, Barcelona has sensitivity for its roots. Mediterranean and European at the 
same time, it is a location full of history facing the future of changing realities that surrounds us and in 
which we have a key role to play. 
We resume the journey, and this time to social transformation,...would you like to join us?
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Welcome

Extended topics

- Smart and Healthy Cities
- Quality Physical Education 
- Competition for Education
- Inclusion, Gender, Cooperation and Solidarity
- Technology and Science to change Society
- Sport, physical activity and wellness
- Innovative educational Experiences of Physical 
Education and Performing Arts
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